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Analytics Catalog - Datasets Selection

Value for the customer:

This is a user experience improvement that 
adds clarity to the analytics launch 

2023.15

Analytics UX Improvement

A progress bar is shown during the loading process when multiple datasets are 
available as input for analytics.

While loading the datasets, the following message “No datasets satisfy the 
criterias” was displayed in the past which was leading to some 
misunderstandings. It is now replaced with “Please wait while loading”

Note : After the loading, when no datasets are found, the message “No datasets 
satisfy the criterias” will still be displayed

> All industries > Your Sites
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Upload a survey

Value for the customer: 

This improvement acts as an 
early stage quality check for 
the raw data being uploaded 
by a user.

2023.15 

Photogrammetry Improvement

A warning is displayed when a user 
attempts to upload images to the 
platform that do not contain useable 
geotags or metadata.

> All industries > Your Sites
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Upload a survey

Value for the customer: 

This improvement allows the 
platform to manage and process 
data from new sensors and 
airframes that are used by our 
customers.

2023.15

Photogrammetry Improvement

ÆTHER platform has expanded support for 
additional geotag file formats during the survey 
upload process. New options are available 
automatically when a customer uploads survey 
images that do not contain geolocation data.

New metadata file formats accepted:

● ID, Y, X, Z
● ID, Y, X, Z, Hacc, Vacc
● ID, Y, X, Z, Roll, Pitch, Yaw
● ID, Y, X, Z, Roll, Pitch, Yaw, Hacc, Vacc

> All industries > Your Sites
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Login

Value for the customer: user can check it’s 
password entry

2023.15

An eye icon is now available in the Password field to allow 
showing the password and checking the user entry

> All industries > User and Company management

Knowledge Base article : link

https://help.alteia.com/en_US/web-high-level-user-features-user-profile-management/login-to-platform-with-password
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User account activation

Value for the customer: easier user account 
activation workflow 

2023.15 

A user account created some time ago and not activated 
with the activation email can now be activated by 
requesting a new password. 

> All industries > User and Company management
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Grant domain roles

Value for the customer: easier 
assignation of domain role

2023.15

Attribution / removing of domain role has been 
simplified:

- “Add role” button allow to add the role to a user 
(no check box anymore)

- Remove the role by clicking on the cross

> All industries > User and Company management > Enterprise Accounts
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Bug fixes

2023.15

Vertical Module impacted Bug fix description

A&F Season Planner Before release: The statuses were not updated in the Trials dashboard tab after triggering 
“Generate capture tasks”
After release: issue now fixed

A&F Data Capture Before release: the realization date in the data capture task details wasn’t updated 
automatically after field report completion.
After release: issue now fixed
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